DUNE BUGGY (or 4x4) + SANDBOARDING
SERVICE

LENGTH

DEPARTURE

PAX

SEASON

LEVEL

TYPE*

PVT

1.30h

Upon request

2/+

All year
round

Easy

S/A

PVT

1h

Upon request

2/+

All year
round

Easy

S/A

Chauchilla (4x4)

PVT

3h

Upon request

1/+

Easy

S/A

Dunes of Usaca (4x4)

PVT

4h

Upon request

1/+

Easy

S/A

Cerro Blanco (4x4)

PVT

8h

Upon request

1/+

Moderate-Demanding

S/A

San Fernando (4x4)

PVT

8-9h

Upon request

1/+

Easy

S/A

Paracas
Desert of Paracas (dune buggy)
Ica
Desert of Ica (dune buggy)
Nasca
All year
round
All year
round
All year
round
All year
round

*S = standard; A = adventure; E = special; L = luxury
Breakfast

Box lunch

Lunch

Dinner

DUNES OF ICA OR PARACAS
The dunes of Paracas are private circuits with exclusive access for our buggies. This dessert consists of four
major dunes where you can decide on the kind of ride you wish, whether exploring the beautiful landscape of
wind-formed dunes by riding on a flat surface, or enjoying an adventurous and exciting route by riding
through a circuit that goes up and down dunes in the height of your choice. We will take a break for you to
have the opportunity to take snapshots and practice sandboarding too.
THE PROGRAM INCLUDES
In Paracas: transfers to and from the hotel. In Ica: departures from Las Dunas Hotel / Driver and tour guide
in Spanish / 1 hour Adventure / Protection mask for eyes and helmet
THE PROGRAM DOES NOT INCLUDE
Overnights at Paracas or Ica
The dune buggy is a vehicle which original bodywork has been changed for a tube structure by eliminating
doors, roof and windows, and by exposing the engine and other parts of the bonnet. Thus, it results in a very
light-weight vehicle with a highly improved stability.
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NASCA: CHAUCHILLA
Departure from the city of Nasca to the town of Taruga, from where you have a view of the whole valley
and the city, besides having plenty of aqueducts built by the ancient Nasca culture. After this village, we
reach the Chauchilla necropolis, whose tombs and mummies are in good condition despite its age. There
are dune formations close to Chauchilla, which have gentle slopes and are ideal for practicing sandboarding
and riding dune buggies. After the experience, go back to Nasca.

NASCA: DUNES OF USACA
Departure from the city of Nasca to the archaeological site of Cahuachi, and then continue to Estaquería.
Continuing the trip, we go by ancient forests of huarangos, until reaching the dunes of Usaca, sea of dunes
and natural barrier between the fertile valleys and the real desert. This is where we will enjoy one hour of
sandboarding. After the fun, we will go through the valley of Poroma and then return to Nasca.

NASCA: CERRO BLANCO
Departure from the city of Nasca toward the foothills of the Peruvian Andes (30m). Upon reaching the point,
take a walk uphill that will demand 4 hours to reach the summit of Cerro Blanco (2.078mt/6.820ft). Once
in the place, practice some sandboarding in many dunes on the top. Therefore, after receiving all safety
instructions on how to use the board and some styles, we will be ready to go down the hillside, the slope of
which is about 1.000 meters. After reaching the edge of the dune, walk 1 hour to meet with
transportation that will take us back to Nasca.

NASCA: SAN FERNANDO
Departure from the city of Nasca to the archaeological site of Cahuachi and then continue to Estaquería.
Continuing the trip, we go by ancient forests of huarangos, until reaching the dunes of Usaca, sea of dunes
and natural barrier between the fertile valleys and the real desert. This is where we will enjoy one hour of
sandboarding. After the fun, we continue our journey through the pampa Huaracanga, where there are
fossils of whales. After crossing the coastal belt of hills that protect from sea winds, we arrived at Punta San
Fernando, located in a bay that houses and protects some 353 species of animals, such as sea lions,
Humboldt penguins, otters, among others. Furthermore, this place is considered the last coastal habitat of
the condor. In the late afternoon, return to Nasca.
PROGRAMS FROM NASCA INCLUDE
Transfers / Transportation in 4x4 dune buggies / Sandboards / Logistics rescue if necessary / Sandboard
instructor / Insurance policy in case of accident / Box lunch for programs with more than 6 hours / Entrance
to attractions: Chauchilla and San Fernando
PROGRAMS FROM NASCA DO NOT INCLUDE
Overnights at Nasca / Guide
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